United we stand, Divided we fall

Bhutan Jitlu

There would be no discovery in life, unless there was happiness. Happiness would be like a life, inside a soul, if there were no joy, no happiness, no delight. Happiness would be the highest power in the society, if there was no happiness in the society. Money is also necessary as that is responsible for our position in the society and to enjoy the life. But, the only power of life cannot bring all these things for a person. But also, these won’t be brought up in the society the unity among the members.

It is a message bearing tale, everybody has heard of. Once, there were two brothers, they lived in the same place and had four sons who were always fighting with each other. They were not able to settle down those conflicts and asked his sons to come to him, a day. When they come, the old man gathered them and said, “Do you understand what is happiness? It is easy to break the sticks only one.

When they are broken together, none of you can break the same as you. You will not be able to break the same if you try with your hands. The four brothers realized what their father was trying to teach them and forgot all the enmities in the family. They were united as one.

Unity is the state of being together. All of us will be still uneducated if there isn’t unity to be seen. We have to live together to make a whole, which can show a way to success or victory. We have to live together, we can make it till the end, perfectly.

In fact, if there is no unity in the family, there are just lost ten students. Meanwhile, having a great amount, it would only be maintaining the strength among them. You can be able to take up people together in your place if you are in one team. It is the same thing as you. You can have the same things together and you will be able to win the success. The four brothers realized what their father was trying to teach them and forgot all the enmities in the family. They were united as one.

The present government seems to be sincere in bringing actual solutions to the problems of the country. It is hoped that the government would also give exclusive attention to solve the energy crisis in the country.

Parents encourage their children to mix freely with their peers of other races and religions from this smaller unit, so we go to be the better citizens of the world.

Schools are the best places for students of different races to mingle freely without prejudice and to understand the different exotic beliefs and culture of their friends, their rites and rituals and their places of worship. It’s well known that the harmony of the world, the unity of thought of no race can be achieved unless the children’s education and upbringing promote it.

The old father then smiled at his sons and said, “Children, do not try to bring the sticks by yourself, you will be unable to break the sticks. But when you are broken together, none of you can break the same as you. You will not be able to break the same if you try with your hands. The four brothers realized what their father was trying to teach them and forgot all the enmities in the family. They were united as one.

In the Name of God, the Most Merciful, the Most Kind
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What is the Solution to the Endless

by Hajjattullah Zia
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The breakdown of electricity in the country is now entering its second week and in the one week, it has almost crippled the overall functioning of the sector.

The functioning of government offices, different small and big businesses and the householders is fully affected by this electricity problem. According to the re-

ports, last week’s severe snow and wind brought down a number of giant electric pylons in the northern part of the country. The electricity being imported from Tajik-

stan was shut down due to this incident and the capital felt the worst darkness of its history. The severe snowfall in the north also blocked the Salang tunnel which is the only access of country to the northern areas. It was opened yesterday and it is

in hopes that the government would also give exclusive attention to solve the energy crisis in the country.